Dreams on Fire
30 minutes

Flame Rain Theatre is a unique fire
performance group from Austria. In
their show they combine decades
of experience in circus, theatre
and dance. Breathtaking and
poetic fire-dance-choreographies,
acrobatics, jokes and special effects
alternate smoothly. The show takes
the audience into a fantastic fire
world and captures them between
astonishment and laughter.
Uniqueness is guaranteed, because
the group developed many of the
juggling techniques themselves.

Videos

www.flame-rain.at/videos

ARNO graduated from the Circus- and Theatre-

School CAU in Granada. His specialty is solo- and
partner-acrobatics, physical theatre and object
manipulation with staffs.
Since 2005 Arno has been touring with a wide range
of fire companies throughout South- and Eastern
Europe. He is cofounder and performer at the circus
theatre companies Curious Circus Collective, Dada
Zirkus and Artist Street. He plays in productions
of Cia Tetate, Theater Ansicht und TANZ*HOTEL.
Additionally he is teaching acrobatics, physical
theatre and political performance art.
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KATA started as a Fire and Circus Performer in 2012.
Her specialties on stage are Hula Hoop, Dragon
Staff, Object Manipulation and Contemporary
Dance.
She is a solo fire performer and collaborates with
many fire companies, like Infire, Cosmic Circles and
Tellus Firearts. She was also part of the circus play
“Identity Taken” of the company Akrosphäre. With
her solo project Hoop R-Evolution she regularly
performs black-light and dance shows. She also
works as a certified Hoop Instructor.

VROVRO also known as Lavanda Kawumm is a

Clown and singer/songwriter. As a fire artist Vrovro
impresses the audience with double staff, clubs and
special effects. In Flame Rain Theatre, she is the head
of music production.
Vrovro studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna.
She is cofounder and performer at the Curious Circus
Collective and the performance-duo Space Girrrls.
She also works as teacher for clown and improvisation
theatre.

Freihausviertel Fest 2018
Bamberg zaubert 2018

Contact
contact@flame-rain.at
www.flame-rain.at
fb.com/Flame.Rain.Theatre
Arno Uhl:
+43 (0) 660 / 8218211
Katharina Nelböck-H.:
+43 (0) 650 / 6363872

